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Abstract- 
A high-speed prosperity in E-Commerce market has been witnessed in recent times 

throughout the world. With ever increasing popularity of online shopping, Debit or Credit card fraud 

and personal information security are a major burden for customers, merchants and banks specifically 

in the case of CNP (Card Not Present). This system presents a new approach for providing limited 

information only that is necessary for fund transfer during online shopping thereby shielding customer 

data and increasing customer confidence and preventing identity theft. The approach uses combined 

application of Steganography and image cryptography for this purpose. User Account Details such as 

Account Number, Debit Card Number, and Secret Pin Number are hidden into an Image using 

Steganography technique and Image is split into two Shares and shares are encrypted. As Online 

Shopping Portals are insecure for Customer's Account Details, Customer has to provide only Account 

Number on Shopping Portal and Secret details of Bank account are obtained from merging user image 

share with Server image share by Admin of Bank 

 

I-INTRODUCTION 
 

System allows customers to buy services using web browsers and by filling credit or debit 

card information. In online shopping the common threats are phishing and identity theft. Identity theft 

is a form of stealing someone's identity i.e. personal information in which someone pretends to be 

someone else. The person misuses personal information for purchasing or for opening bank accounts 

and arranging credit cards. Proposed system presents a new approach for providing limited 

information only that is necessary for fund transfer during online shopping thereby shielding customer 

data and increasing customer confidence and preventing identity theft. The approach uses combined 

application of Steganography and image cryptography for this purpose. User Account Details such as 

Account Number, Debit Card Number and Secret Pin Number are hidden into an Image using 

Steganography technique and Image is split into two Shares and shares are encrypted. As Online 

Shopping Portals are insecure for Customer's Account Details, Customer has to provide only Account 

Number on Shopping Portal and Secret details of Bank account are obtained from merging user image 

share with Server image share by Admin of Bank. This system uses both steganography and visual 

cryptography. It reduces information sharing between customer and merchant server and safeguards 

customers information. It enables successful fund transfer to merchant's account from customer's 

account and prevents misuse of information at merchant side.  
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II-Literature Survey 
 

The technique works in two phases. In first phase, steganography is applied to hide the secret 

message in the image. In the second phase, steganalysis is used to detect the presence of hidden 

message.[3] This paper presents a new approach for providing limited information only that is 

necessary for fund transfer during online shopping thereby safeguarding customer data and increasing 

customer confidence and preventing identity theft.[1] The scope of this paper is to combine 

steganography and cryptography properties in such a way to make it harder to retrieve the image of 

the secret message.[2]This will helps to understand how to insert or hide necessary or personal 

messages or files into files like footage, audio and video where as not touching the standard of actual 

files[4].In this paper, a novel RDH method is used to instead of considering only a single pixel with 

maximum (or minimum) value of a block, all maximum-valued (or minimum-valued) pixels are taken 

as a unit to embed data. Specifically, the maximum-valued (or minimum-valued) pixels are first 

predicted and then modified together such that they are either unchanged or increased by 1 (or 

decreased by 1) in value at the same time[5].In this paper, this technique allow user to transmute the 

data of original image into another target image with the same size. Which secure the original image, 

the changed image which appears like the target image which is used as the encrypted image, and the 

transmutation can be done between the micro blocks with small size, which enhance the quality of the 

encrypted image[6]. This is a new approach for providing limited information only that is necessary 

for amount transfer during online shopping hereby safeguarding customer data and increasing 

customer confidence and preventing identity theft. The method uses combined application of 

steganography and visual cryptography for this purpose[7].This letter proposes an improved version 

of Zhang's reversible data hiding method in encrypted images. The real  image distributed in an 

encrypted image into the blocks  and each block can carries one bit by flipping three LSBs of a set of 

pre-defined pixels. The data extraction and image recovery can be achieved by examining the block 

smoothness[8].]In the first phase, a content owner encrypts the original uncompressed image using an 

encryption key. Then data-hider may compress the least significant bits of the encrypted image using 

a data-hiding key to create a sparse space to assist  some additional data. With an encrypted image 

containing extra data, if a receiver has the data hiding key, he can extract the extra data though he 

does not know the image content. In this paper, if the receiver  has the encryption key then he can 

decrypt the gain data to obtain an image similar to the original image, but cannot extract the additional 

data[9].Revocable data hiding is a technique that embeds secret information into a host media without 

loss of host information. Ni et al.'s histogram shifting technique is a high-quality, reversible method 

for data embedding[10].  

 

III-Proposed System 

 
•Increasing popularity of online shopping, Debit or Credit card fraud and personal information 

security are a major burden for customers, merchants, and banks. To reduce such frauds and increase 

information security we are designing this system.  

•With the help of this system, we can save time and maintain security for fund transfer. The system 

gives all the information about the e-shopping to provide better service for the customer. It provides 

facility to the customer to pay by online transaction entering account details, It provides the facility to 

the customers who want to shop online and online payment due to lack of time.  

•The usage of Steganography ensures that the third party does not know the customer authentication 

password thus maintaining customer privacy. Cryptography technique is used for image encryption, 

which is useful for verification and validation of user.  

•System provides strong security to Customers of Online Shopping using Stenography technique.  
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IV-PRODUCT FUNCTION  
 

•Registration :   

The user has to register on Online Payment Portal. The user has to provide his/her Account details of 

any Bank and these details are stored into Banks Server Database. User Account Details such as 

Account Number, Debit Card Number, and Secret Pin Number are hidden into an Image using 

Steganography technique. The image is split into two Shares (part of an image) and Shares are 

encrypted using AES algorithm. One Cryptographic share is sent on User's Gmail Address and 

another Share is stored on Server.  

•Once Registration is complete, the user can do Online Shopping on Shopping Page and select an Item 

for purchasing.Once an item is selected, the user is redirected on for Money Transfer. For Money 

transfer, the user has to provide Account Number and Cryptographic share for authentication.Request 

for Money Transfer is sent to Admin of Respective Bank.  

•Admin after logging in to Portal can see Money Transfer requests from users of Bank.Admin verifies 

customer by merging provided cryptographic share with Server stored image share and after getting 

the full image, it is compared with the original image.  

•If Customer is authentic then Admin can confirm payment of user for an Item.  

•As Online Shopping Portals are insecure for Customer's Account Details, Customer has to provide 

only Account Number on Shopping Portal and Secret details of Bank account are obtained from 

merging user share with Server share by Admin of Bank.  
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V-Advantages 
 

• The proposed system reduces customer information sent to the online customer. So in case of a breach 

in customer’s database, customer doesn’t get affected. It also prevents unlawful use of customer 

information at merchant’s side.  

• Presence of a fourth party, CA, enhances customer’s satisfaction and security further as more number 

of parties are involved.  

• Usage of steganography ensures that the CA does not know customer authentication password that’s 

why we maintaining customer privacy.  

• It also bans illegal use of customer information at merchant’s side.  

• Cover text can be sent in the form of email from CA to bank to avoid increasing mistrust.  

 

 

VI-Applications  
 

● This system can be used in secure online transaction. Like money transfer,online shopping,online  

Bill payment,etc.  

 

VII-Conclusion 
 

     We planned safe Online payment system by linking image based on Steganography and 

cryptography that provides privacy to customer data and prevents fraud of data at merchandiser’s side. 

The computing is associating only with prevention of identity theft and customer data security. The 

planned method can be applied for the E-Commerce with a focus zone on payment during online 

shopping.  

This system will help us for providing facility of safe online payment using limited account detail .It  

maintain security while doing online transaction. 
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